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Abstract 
Given a bounded operator A on a Banach space X with Drazin inverse AD and index r, we study the class of group invertible 
bounded operators B such that / + AD (B — A) is invertible and 1Z(B) f]N(Ar) = {0}. We show that they can be written with respect 
to the decomposition X = lZ(Ar) 0 Af(Ar) as a matrix operator, B = ( _ _ __i _ ), where B\ and B\ + B\9#?1 a r e invertible. 
^ if21 t>2\tf\ i*\2 
Several characterizations of the perturbed operators are established, extending matrix results. We analyze the perturbation of the 
Drazin inverse and we provide explicit upper bounds of \\B$ — AD \\ and \\BB$ — ADA\\. We obtain a result on the continuity of 
the group inverse for operators on Banach spaces. 
1. Introduction 
Let B(X) be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex Banach space X. For A e B(X) we 
write Af(A) for its kernel and 11(A) for its range. 
An operator A e B(X) is Drazin invertible if there exists C e B(X) such that 
AC = CA, CAC = C, A2C - A is nilpotent. (1.1) 
In this case C is called a Drazin inverse of A. If A is Drazin invertible, then A has an unique Drazin inverse and is 
denoted by AD'. The Drazin index of A, ind (A), is equal to r if A2C — A is nilpotent of index r. If ind(A) = 1, the 
AD is denoted by A^ and is called the group inverse of A (see [2,14]). 
It is well known that A e B(X) is Drazin invertible with ind(A) = r ^ 1 if and only if a (A) = 8(A) = r, where 
a (A) and 8(A) stand for the ascent and the descent of A, respectively. In this case the subspaces 1Z(Ar) and M(Ar) 
are closed and X admits a topological decomposition X = 1Z(Ar) 0 Af(Ar). 
We write a {A), p(A) and r(A) for the spectrum, the resolvent set and the spectral radius of A, respectively. 
For X e p(A) we denote the resolvent (XI - A ) - 1 by R(X, A). If 0 is an isolated point of a (A), then the spectral 
projection of A associated with {0} is defined by 
Ini J , J.(X,A)dk, 2ni 
where y is a small circle surrounding 0 and separating 0 from a (A) \ {0}. 
If A is Drazin invertible, ind(A) = r, the following well-known properties hold: 
(i) n(AD) = n(Ar)aMJV(AD)=JV(Ar). 
(ii) AK = I - AAD, and so N(AK) = lZ(Ar) and 1Z(AX) = N(Ar). In the particular case that ind(A) = 1 then 
AAK = 0 . 
In [2] is shown that A e B(X) is Drazin invertible and ind(A) = r > 1 if and only if R(X, A) has a pole of order r 
at X = 0. In this case we have 
R(X, A) = J2 ^ ^ - f > " (AD)"+1 (1.2) 
n—\ n=0 
in the region 0 < |A.| < (r(AD))~l. 
There are certain kinds of bounded operators T ("simply polaroid" [8]) for which every time 0 e a(T) is an 
isolated point it is a simple pole: for example the paranormals for which ||Tx\\2 < ||T2x|| \\x||, in particular hermitian 
and normal operators on Banach spaces, and hyponormal operators on Hilbert spaces [18]. 
Operators with rational resolvents are Drazin invertible; necessary and sufficient to be group invertible is that 0 is 
at worst a simple pole of the resolvent. 
We introduce the class of group invertible operators B e B(X) such that 
I + AD(B - A ) is invertible, 11(B) n Af (Ar) = {0}. (1.3) 
In terms of the spectral projections associated with {0}, they can be described by the condition 
I -BK - AK invertible. (1.4) 
Under an equivalent assumption, the perturbation of the spectral projections in the setting of elements of Banach 
algebras was investigated in [6] with an approach different from the one given in this work. The particular case 
BK = AK for closed operators was considered in [4]. A related paper is [7], which contains characterizations of 
bounded operators with equal projections related to their outer or inner generalized inverse. 
The class of operators that we study induce the following space decompositions: 
X = TZ(Ar)®Af(B), X = TZ(B)®Af(Ar). 
If we assume that X is a Hilbert space of finite dimension, then these conditions turn out to be equivalent to 
n(Ar) n JV(B) = {0}, ii(B) n M(Ar) = {0}. 
The class of matrices which satisfy the above relations was studied in [5]. The purpose of this paper is to extend 
the perturbation analysis of Drazin inverses for matrices to bounded operators. Some of the results are new even in 
the case of matrices. The continuity and the perturbation of the Drazin inverse for linear operators and elements of 
Banach algebras were investigated in [3,10,15,16,20]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we deal with operators acting on the Banach space X = X\ © X2 
with matrix form as follows: 
*
 T l 2 i T ), 7i invertible in Xi. (1.5) 
^21 ^2U X 112 J 
Our aim is to characterize the operator matrices of the above form which are group invertible and derive a formula for 
the group inverse of T. With this in mind we develop a representation for the resolvent of T. 
In Section 3, we give several characterizations of the class of group invertible operators B e B(X) which verify the 
conditions in (1.3). Apart from the facts we have mentioned before, we see that (I + AD(B — A))~lAD is an algebraic 
generalized inverse of B. We show that the perturbed operator B can be written with respect to the topological 
decomposition X = TZ(Ar) © J\f(Ar) as a matrix operator in the form (1.5), where the entries satisfy, in addition, that 
B\ + B12B21 is invertible. 
In Section 4 we analyze the perturbation of the Drazin inverse. The results developed in the previous sections, 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.4, are used to obtain upper bounds of \\B$ - AD\\ and \\BB^ — ADA\\. As an application of 
the previous results we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the continuity of the group inverse for bounded 
operators. 
In [1,12,13] is showed that the group inverse plays an important role in the analysis of Markov chains. Recently, 
in [19] is showed that the group inverse provides a unifying framework for discrete-time Markov chains with kernels 
treated as bounded linear operators between spaces of measures. Our results could be applied to the perturbation 
theory of the Markov chains with kernels defined by bounded operators. 
We finish this introduction giving some basic facts about algebraic generalized inverses which will be used in the 
paper (see [14]). 
Let T e B(X). An operator Tg e B(X) is called an inner inverse of T if TTgT = T and an outer inverse if 
jgjjg — jg _ if jg j s both a n i n n e r a nd an outer inverse of T, the Tg is called an algebraic generalized inverse or 
AG-inverse. 
Recall that T e B(X) has an AG-inverse Tg e B(X) if and only if N{T) and 1Z(T) are closed and have topological 
complements in X. In this case, we have: 
(i) TTg and TgT are bounded projectors such that 
TZ(TTg) = TZ(T), TZ(TgT)=TZ(Tg), Af(TTg)=Af(Tg), N(TgT) =Af(T); 
(ii) X=Af(T)®K(Tg), X =Af(Tg)®K(T). 
2. The group inverse of a class of bounded operator matrices 
In this section we deal with operator matrices T = ( ^ ^12) considered on the Banach space X = X\ © X2. The 
operator 7} acts on the Banach space Xi, i = 1,2, and the operator Tu (respectively T21) acts from X2 to X\ (respec-
tively from X\ to X2). We assume that all entries are bounded linear operators between the corresponding spaces. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that T e B(X) has the operator matrix form T = ( ^
 r
12), where T\ is invertible and T2 = 
T2\T^~lT\2, and let & = I + T^1 TnT2iT^~1. Then p(Ti)n p(T) = p{T\) n pi&Ti) \ {0} and for any X in this set 
R(X T) = (k~liI + TlRik'q/Tl)) ^TiRiX^T^T-'Tu \ 
V ^-1T2iR(X,VT1) X-\l + T2iR{X,VTl)T-lTl2))' 
Proof. For any X e p{T\), let S(X) = X - T2 - T2\R{X, T\)T\2 and let p(S) denote the set of all X e C such that 
SiXy1 is a bounded linear operator in X2. By [9, Proposition H], we have p{T\) n p(T) = p(S) and for any X in this 
set 
(R^TiXI + TuS-HWiR^Ti)) R(.k,Ti)Ti2S-H*.)\
 n ~ 
W't'-y s-H^miR^Ti) s-Hx) )• {L1) 
Using the hypothesis T2 = T2iTf1Ti2, we can rewrite S(X) in the form 
S(X) = X- T2iT-1T12 - T2iR(X, T1)T12 = X(l - T2iR(X, TrfT^Tu). 
We claim that p(7\) r\p(T) = p(7\) n p{VTi) \ {0} and for any X in this set 
5(A.r1 = A.-1(/ + r2i/?(A.,^ri)r1-1ri2). (2.3) 
Indeed, from the matrix operator identity 
'* - Tt -Tn \ _ ( I -T^Tn\ fk-Ti- T-lTnT2i 0\( I T~lTn 
T21 X-T2J \0 I l\ -T21 X \0 I 
it follows that p(T) = p(VTi) \ {0}. For any X e p(Ti) n p(VT{) \ {0}, let Z(X) = X~l(I + T2XR(X, ^Ti)T~lTi2). 
Now, we easily check that 
R(X, XTi) - R(X, Tx) = R(X, T1)Tf1T12T2iR(.k, VTfi. 
Hence 
S(X)Z(X) = I + T21(R(X, VTi) - R(X, Z\) - R(X, T^T^TnT^R^, ^T{))T^Tn = I. 
Analogously, using that R(X, VT{) - R(X, 7\) = R(X, VTi)T~lTnT2\R{X, 7\), we show that Z(X)S(X) = I. There-
fore, Z(X) = S(X)-1. Finally, by substituting (2.3) in (2.2) we obtain (2.1). • 
We now consider the group inverse of an operator with a matrix representation as in Theorem 2.1. The following 
result is a generalization of [1, Theorem 7.7.7] which was established for partitioned matrices. 
Theorem 2.2. Let T eB(X) with the operator matrix form T = ( r ! r12), where T\ is invertible and T2 = T2\T^~lT\2. 
Let & = I + T^lT\2T2\T^~l. Then T is group invertible if and only if^ is invertible. In this case, 
T*=( ( T ^ ) _ 1
 x WW-VTn \ 
and 
T
 ~\-T2lT-1*-' I-T2lT-l*-'T-lTl2)- ( 2 ' 5 ) 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we have that, for any X e p{T{) n p{T) = p(7\) n p{VTi) \ {0}, the resolvent R(X, T) has 
the matrix operator representation (2.1). Suppose that T is group invertible, ind(F) = 1. Using (1.2), we have 
1 CO 
R(X, T) = - ( / - TTD) - ^Xn{TD)n+\ (2.6) 
«=o 
in the region 0 < |A.| < {r{TD))~l. On the other hand, since 0 e isoa(T) and 7\ is invertible, there exists a punctured 
disk Dro = [X e C: 0 < |A.| < r0} such that Dro c p(T) n p{Tx) = p{Tx) r\p{^T{) \ {0}. Hence either 0 e pi^Tx) or 
0 e iso er (#• 7\). Therefore, 
R(X,4'Tl)= J2 X"X"> 
for X e Dro and Xn are defined as usual in Laurent series development. Using the expansion (2.6) in the left-hand side 
of (2.1) and the above expansion in the right-hand side of the same identity we deduce that X-n = 0 for all n > 1 and, 
thus, & T\ is invertible. 
Conversely, suppose that & T\ is invertible. Then we have the expansion 
/?(A.,!PZi) = - £ V ( ( t f T i ) 
«=0 
in the region |A.| < r{^T{)). Using this together with (2.1) we see that 0 is a simple pole of R(X, T) and taking 
coefficient of X° and A - 1 we deduce the representation of T$ and TK given in (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. • 
3. Characterizations of group invertible perturbations 
The following well-known result will be used throughout this paper. 
Lemma 3.1. Let S,T e B(X). Then I + ST is invertible in B{X) if and only if I + TS is invertible in B(X). 
We begin with a characterization of an AG-inverse of the perturbation of a Drazin invertible operator for further 
use. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A e B(X) be Drazin invertible with ind(A) = r. The following assertions on B e B(X) such that 
I + AD(B - A) is invertible are equivalent: 
(a) Z = (/ + AD(B - A))~1AD = AD(I + (B - A)AD)~l is an AG-inverse ofB. 
(b) B(I + AD(B - A))~lA* = AK(1 + (B- A)AD)~lB = 0. 
(c) lZ(B)nAf(Ar) = {0}. 
(d) X=Af(B)+lZ(Ar). 
(e) 1Z(BAD) = 1Z(B). 
(f) N(ADB)=N(B). 
(g) A7I(M(B))=M(Ar). 
Proof, (a) <^ (b) Observe first that A71 [A71 + ADB)~1 = A71 and thus 
ZBZ = (An + ADB)~\ADB + An - An)(An + ADB)~lAD = Z. 
Further, 
BZB = B-B(I + AD(B - A))~lA7t = B - An (l + AD(B - A)) -1fl. 
Hence BZB = B if and only if B(I + AD(B - A))'1 A* = A71(I + AD(B - A))_1B = 0. The equivalence between 
(a) and (b) is established. 
Now, assume (a), or, equivalently, (b). Then BZ is a projection, TZ(BZ) = 1Z(B) and JV(BZ) =J\f(Z). Fur-
thermore, we have X = TZ(BZ) 0 JV(BZ) = 11(B) 0 M(Z). Clearly, M(Z) = M(AD) = M(Ar). Consequently 
11(B) r\JV(Ar) = {0}. Using that 1Z(BZ) = 1Z(BAD) we also conclude that 1Z(BAD) = 11(B). The necessity of 
(c) and (e) is established. Similarly, we have that ZB is a projection, 1Z(ZB) = 1Z(Z) = 1Z(AD), N(ADB) = 
JV(ZB) = N(B) and X = 1Z(ZB) 0 JV(ZB) = 1Z(AD) 0 JV(B). The necessity of (d) and (f) is proved. Let 
x e N(Ar) = Af(AD). Write x = ADy + z relative to the direct sum X = 1Z(AD) 0 JV(B). Then x = A71x = AKz 
with z e N(B). This proves (g). 
Conversely, first assume (c). We have 
ADB(l + AD(B - A))"1 = (ADB + A71 - A71)^ + AD(B - A))"1 = I - A71. (3.1) 
Therefore for arbitrary x e l w e have B(I + AD(B- A))~1A7rx e 11(B) n N(AD). Hence 
B(I + AD(B- A))~1A7Cx = 0 for each xeX. 
This proves (b). Assume (d) and let x e X be written as x = ADy + z relative to the sum X = lZ(Ar) 0 JV(B). Then 
A71 (I + (B - A)AD)~1Bx = A7C(I + (B- A)AD)~lBADy = 0. 
If (e) holds, then, for arbitrary x e X, we have Bx = ADBy, for some y eX. Therefore 
A71 (I + (B - A)AD)~lBx = A7C(I + (B- A)AD)~lADBy = 0. 
This proves (b). If (f) holds, in view of equality in (3.1), we conclude B(I + AD(B - A))~lAK = 0. 
Assume (g). For arbitrary x e l w e have A71' x = Anu with u e N(B). Then 
B(I + AD(B - A))~1A7Cx = A7C(I + (B- A)AD)~1Bu = 0 
and, thus, (b) holds. The proof is finished. • 
Lemma 3.3. (See [11, Theorem 5.2, (i) <£• (ii)[.) Let F,G e B(X) be oblique projections. Then 
F - G is invertible & X = 11(F)® 11(G) and X = JV(F) 0 JV(G). 
The following theorem is the principal result in this section. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A e B(X) be Drazin invertible with ind(A) = r. The following assertions on B e B(X) such that 
B is group invertible are equivalent: 
(i) I + AD(B -A) is invertible and 11(B) nAf(Ar) = {0}. 
(ii) Relative to the space decomposition X = H(Ar) © Af(Ar), B has the matrix operator form 
(3.2) B
 = ( H1 p ! - i B ) . Bu 1 + B71B12B2iB71 invertible in B(lZ(Ar)). \B2\ B2\BX # 1 2 / 
(iii) I — A71 — B71 is invertible. 
(iv) X = N(B) © 1Z(Ar) and X = 11(B) © N(Ar). 
(v) BK + ADB is invertible andJV(B) n 1Z(Ar) = {0}. 
(vi) 1Z(AD) = 1Z(ADBAD), N(ADB) = N(B) andJV(B) n 1Z(AD) = {0}. 
Proof, (i) =>• (ii). Write A = ( ^
 A°2) and B = ( ^ B^), with respect to the space decomposition X = 1Z(Ar) © 
N(Ar). Then 
I + AD(B-A)=(A^Bl A " / 1 2 ) 
Since / + AD(B - A) is invertible in B(X), it follows that B\ is invertible in B(1Z(Ar)). Moreover, 
(/ + AD(B - A)) - 1 = (Bl Al ~Bl Bw). Using this representation, we obtain 
Now, note that under assumption (i) the relation B(I + AD(B - A))~lAK = 0 also holds by Theorem 3.2, equivalence 
of (b) and (c). Consequently, B2 = B2\B7lB\2. Further, since B is group invertible, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
/ + B~lBuB2iB~l is invertible in B(1Z(Ar)). 
(ii) =>. (iii). Let &:=! + B~l BnB2iB7l. Applying Theorem 2.2, formula (2.5), we obtain 
I_An_Bn_i * w ax a 12 
B21B-^-1 -I + B2lB-lV-lB-lBl2 
Further, 
(I-Ax-B*)(l + AD(B-A))-1 = ( q/~11B\A\ ° V 
v A
 ^
 ; ;
 yBnB-^^B^A! -IJ 
From this identity we conclude that / — An — Bn is invertible. 
(iii) <$• (iv). Under assumption that B is group invertible, the spectral projection associated with {0}, BK is defined 
and verifies IKB71) = M(B) and M(Bn) = 11(B). Since / - An is the oblique projection with 11(1 -Ajr) = 1Z(Ar) 
and N(I — AK)= J\f(Ar), this equivalence follows applying Lemma 3.3 with F = I - AK and G = B7X. 
(iv) =>• (v). First, we note that the operator / + BK ADB is invertible in B(X). Now, by the identity 
Bn + ADB = {Bn + BsiBADB)(l + Bn AD B) (3.3) 
it follows that BK + ADB is invertible if and only if BK + BSBADB is invertible. To prove that BK + BSBADB 
is one-to-one, suppose that (Bn + B$BADB)x = 0. Then Bn x = —B$BADBx and hence we derive that Bn x = 0 
and BADBx = 0. From the latter relation it follows that ADBx e J\f(B) n U(Ar) and, thus, ADBx = 0. But now 
Bx e 11(B) n N(AD) and so Bx = 0. This together with B71x = 0 gives x = B71x + B^Bx = 0. 
To prove that Bn + B^BADB is onto, let x e X be arbitrary. Since X = J\f(B) © U(Ar), x = z + ADy with 
z e N(B) and y eX. Thus BsBx = BsBADy. Further, since X = 1Z(B) ®JV(Ar), we can write y = Bu + v with 
a e X a n d n e N(Ar). Therefore, B^Bx = B$BADy = B$BADBu and 
x BB^x + B
n
x = (Bn + B^BADB)(B^Bu + B71x) 
(v) =» (vi). Since 1Z(AD) = 1Z(Ar), the relation M(B) n 1Z(AD) = {0} is clear. To prove the inclusion M(ADB) c 
7V(B), suppose x e N(ADB). Then (fl* + ADB)BB$x = ADBx = 0. Hence it follows that BB^x = 0 and, thus, 
x eAf(B). The inclusion 2 is obvious. It remains to prove that 1Z(AD) c ^(A^BA1*) because the converse inclusion 
is clear. Let x e 1Z(AD). Then there is y e X for which x = (BK + ADB)y. Hence BKy e N(B) n ^ (A^) and, thus 
£^3, = 0. This implies that x = ADBy = ADB{Bn + ADB)z = ADBADBz with z = {Bn + ADB)~1y, so that 
xe1Z(ADBAD). 
(vi) =>• (i). In view of the identity 
An + ADB = (/ + ADBAn) (An + ADBADA) (3.4) 
it is enough to prove that A71 + ADBADA is invertible because / + ADBAjr is invertible in B(X). So we will prove 
that 
Af(AIt +ADBADA) = {0} and IZ^A71 + ADBADA)=X. 
In view of (3.4), and using N{A71) n M{ADB) = {0}, we conclude 7V(Ar + ADBAD A)=N{A7t + ADB) = {0}. 
Towards the second identity let x e X be arbitrary. Since 1Z(AD) = 1Z(ADBAD), we can write ADAx = ADBADy 
for some y eX and, then 
x = Anx + ADAx = (An + ADBADA) (Anx + ADy). 
Further, by Theorem 3.2, equivalence of (f) and (c), it follows that 11(B) n M(Ar) = {0}. • 
Next, we state an auxiliary result, which will be used in the next section to give a condition for the continuity of 
the group inverse. 
The following characterization of group invertible elements is due to C. Schmoeger [17, Theorem 3.3]. 
Lemma 3.5. T e B(X) is group invertible Ofor some inner inverse SofT the operator I - TS - ST is invertible 
in B(X). 
Lemma 3.6. Let A e B(X) be Drazin invertible, with ind(A) = r, and B e B(X) such that I + AD (B — A) is invertible 
and 11(B) n N(Ar) = {()}. Then 
B is group invertible <$• I + AD(B2 - A2)AD is invertible in B(X). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 we have that Z = (I + AD(B - A))~lAD = AD(I + (B- A)AD)~1 is an AG-inverse of B. 
Since 
(A* - ADB)(I -BZ- ZB)(Ajr + BAD) = An + ADB2AD, 
it follows that I — AD (B2 — A2)AD is invertible if and only if / — BZ — ZB is invertible. Now assume that B is group 
invertible. Then X = 11(B) 0M'(B) = N'(I - BZ) ®N(ZB). On the other hand, we have X = 1Z(AD) ®Af(AD) = 
11(1 - BZ) 01Z(ZB). By Lemma 3.3 we conclude that I -BZ -ZB is invertible and, thus, / + AD(B2 - A2)AD 
is invertible. The converse part follows from Lemma 3.5. • 
4. Perturbation bounds for Drazin inverses and spectral projectors 
First we establish an error bound for Drazin inverses of the class of perturbations that we study in terms of the 
norm of the difference of the spectral projections associated with {0}. We observe that condition \\AD(B - A) || < 1 
implies that / + AD (B — A) is invertible. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A, B e B(X) be Drazin invertible. If WB71 - A71 \\ < 1, then J\f(BIt) n J\f(I - A71) = {0}. 
Proof. Since \\An - Bn\\ < 1, we derive that / - An + Bn is invertible. Now, assume that x e Af(B7r)nAf(I - An). 
Then (/ — A7t)x = Bnx = 0, and thus (I — An + B7r)x = 0. Hence x = 0 and the implication is proved. • 
Theorem 4.2. Let A, B e B(X) be Drazin invertible and group invertible, respectively, and let E = B — A. If 
| |AZ )£| | + ||fljr - A* || < I, then 
\\B^-AD\\ | | A £ , £ | | + 2 | | B j r - An\\ 
_ M M M M _
 ( 4 1 } \\AD\\ l - \\ADE\\ - \\BT> 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we have M{BX) n J\f(I -AIt) = {0} or, equivalent^, K(B) n J\f(Ar) = {0} with r = ind(A). 
By the hypothesis we also have that / + ADE is invertible. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 3.4 and from the 
equivalence of (i) and (v) it follows that BK + ADB is invertible in B(X). Now, note that the following identity holds: 
fl» = (Bn + ADB)~1AD(I - Bn) = (I + ADE + Bn - An)~lAD(l - Bn + An). 
This yields that 
B»-AD = -(ADE + Bn - A1T)(Bii - AD + AD) - AD(B1T - A11), 
and, hence, 
Hf l f -A^l ^ d l A ^ I + \Bn -An\)\B^-AD\ + (\ADE\ +2\Bn - An \) \ AD\. 
Using assumption | |A I )£ , | | + \\BK —AK\\ < 1, we derive the upper bound (4.1) from this estimate. • 
The bound (4.1) can be combined with an explicit upper bound for ||BK — AK\\. Indeed, if A is an upper bound of 
\\Bn - A * || such that H A ^ H + Z i < 1, then 
\\B6-AD\\ | |A £ , £ | |+2Z i 
< ' „ ,n ' „ 7, (4-2) \\AD\\ 1 - \\ADE„ 
which follows by repeating the argument for the proof of the above theorem. 
An estimate for the norm of the difference of two idempotents operators in terms of the gap between their null 
spaces and ranges was obtained in [3, Proposition 2.2]. 
The rest of this section is devoted to formulations of explicit error bounds for the spectral projection associated 
with {0} and the Drazin inverse. Our analysis will be based on the matrix form of the perturbed operator provided by 
Theorem 3.4. 
We start by giving a technical result which will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A e B(X) be Drazin invertible. Assume that B e B(X) has a matrix operator form as in (3.2), and 
let E = B - A, then 
UE:=(l + ADE)-1ADEA- = (°0 B \ B l 2 \ 
£E:=A»EA°(I + EA°)-1 = (B2°B-. J ) • 
(/+^££r1 = ((/ + B r 1 Y 2 l B " r l J). (4.3) 
Ifma{\\ADE\\, \\EAD\\} <
 1+Ju„r then 
\\ADEAn\\ WAnEAD\\ 
I I ^ E I K - JT-^, \\CE\\^- j?-, (4.4) 
" " l-\\ADE\\ 1-\\EAD\\ V ; 
„
 1M (1 - \\ADE\\)(1 - \\EAD\\) 
(I + UECE)~l < „ " TT1 —n n - - (4-5) 
11
 " {\-\\ADE\\){\-\\EAD\\)-\\ADEA*\\\\A*EAD\\ 
Proof. The matrix form of the operator E = B — A with respect to the decomposition X = lZ(Ar) © M(Ar) is given 
by 
E=X(BlB2^ B21B^Bu-A2)' B1,I + B-1B12B2iB^myenMtmTZ(Ar). (4.6) 
Then 
\Dv MX _ I 0 A1 BU \ AltT7 A D . A EA
 ={0 V } AEA ={B21A^ 0 
On the other hand, 
Using the above representations we easily see that (4.3) hold. 
Next we assume that max{ \\EAD ||, HA^H} < L^ (^ | ) . It follows from the two elementary estimates 
\\(I + ADE)-In 1-1^, Ul + EA0)-1!^ 1—1^-
111 ;
 " l-\\ADE\\ n ' " 1-\\EAD\\ 
that the upper bounds of \\UE || and \\CE II in (4.4) hold. 
Using the estimates (4.4), we derive that 
7 / „ \\ADEAn\\\\AnEAD\\ ||AZ)£||||£:AZ)||||Ajr||2 
WUFCFW ^ F; F;— ^ F; F;— < 1, 
" " (1 - WADE\\){\ - WEAD\\) (1 - WADE\\){\ - WEAD\\) 
and, combining the inequality || (/ + UECE)~l II < l_uJ £ M with the above upper bound of W^E^E II we obtain the 
estimate (4.4). • 
Theorem 4.4. Let A, B e B(X) be Drazin invertible and group invertible, respectively, and let E = B — A. IfTZ(B) n 
Af{Ar) = {0} with r = ind(A) andmax{\\ADE\\, \\EADW} <
 1+L^j\'then 
Bjr = (l + ADE)~1(Ajr - CE(I+UECEr\l +UE)), (4.8) 
where UE and CE are defined as in (4.3) and 
„ „ „„ ||AZ)£:Ajr|| \\AnEAD\\( WADEAn\\\ 
11
 " l - H A ^ H v(E) \ l-WADE\\J 
where v{E) = (1 - \\ADE\\){\ - \\EAD\\)- \\ADEAn\\\\AnEAD\\. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.4, (i) <$• (ii), B has a matrix operator form as in (3.2). Further, by denoting ty = 
I + B~1BuB2iB~\ Theorem 2.2, formula (2.5), yields 
A*R* = ( ° ° 
\-B2XB-xV-x I-B2lB-lV-lB-lBu 
On the other hand, using (4.3) we see that 
v-£,(,+^>-<i+*>-(° °)-(„»., »)(V % SBu)-'»*-
This, together with the fact that (/ + ADE)BK = An BK because BBK = 0, proves (4.8). Now, we can write 
Bn _An = _ADE^Bn _ An + Ajr)££(/ + UECE)-\l + UE). 
Hence, taking norms and using the estimates (4.4) we derive 
„ „ „„ ||AZ)£:Ajr|| | |A j r £A £ , | | | | ( /+W £ £ £ ) - 1 | | / WADEAn\ \\BK-AK \\<- =—- + - IIIIV -r t E, II i x , II i 
1 - I I A ^ H {\-WADE\\){\-WEAD\\)\ \-WADE\\ 
Finally replacing || (/ + UECE)~l || by its upper bound defined in (4.5) we obtain (4.9). • 
An upper bound of \\B$ - AD\\/\\AD\\ can be obtained by applying (4.2) with the right-hand side of (4.9) in place 
of A. Next, we give a direct estimation for the relative error of the Drazin inverse. 
Theorem 4.5. Let A, B e B(X) be Drazin invertible and group invertible, respectively, and let E = B — A. IfTZ(B) n 
Af{Ar) = {0} with md(A) = randmsx{\\ADE\\, \\EAD\\} <
 1 + Jranp then 
Bsi = (l + ADE)~1(AD + AD£2 + X\AD + ZiADZ2), (4.10) 
Sx := CE(I+UECET1(I - (/ + ADE)~1ADE), £2 := (/ + UECErlUE(I - CE), (4.11) 
and 
IIBf-A^II \\ADE\\ 
< , „
 i n " , +3 i + 32 + M2, (4.12) IIA^H 1 - HA^E. 
IIA^EA^H / IIA^EII \ IIA^EA^IKl - \\EAD\\) ( IIA^SA^II \ 
S i : = - - I 1 + — ^—), S2:=- k - I 1 + - ? M , (4.13) 
v(E) \ \-\\ADE\\) v(E)(\-\\ADE\\) \ \-\\EAD\\) 
where v{E) := (1 - \\ADE\\)(1 - \\EAD\\) - \\ADEAn\\\\AnEAD\\. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.4, (i)-^-(ii), B has a matrix operator form as in (3.2). Further, by denoting ty = 
I + B~lBnB2iB~l, Theorem 2.2, formula (2.4), yields 
(VB1V)-1 {VB^T'B-'Bu \ 
B2iBil{#Bi#Tl B2iBil{#Bi#)-lBilBu)' 
Hence, with E = B — A written in the form (4.6), we obtain that 
/ n N H / AT1*'1 A~l^~lB~lBl2 \ (I + ADE)BS=[ } , / * 1 1 )• (4.15) V ;
 \B2iBi\4fBi4f)-1 B2lBilWBlV)TlBilBn) 
Using representations (4.3) and (4.7) provided by Lemma 4.3, we can write the operators Si and S2, which have 
been defined in (4.11), in the form 
/ 0 O U r 1 ( A / f l ^ A i 0 \ / 0 0 \ 
1
 \BnB~1 0J\ 0 l ) \ 0 OJ yBiiB^V^B^A! Oj' 
S2={ 0 l){o 0 ){-B2lB^ l) = { 0 0 
We derive (4.10) seeing that the right-hand side of (4.15) is equal to the matrix operator which results after computing 
AD + ADS2 + SiAD + SiADIJ2 using the above representations. 
Now, Eq. (4.10) implies 
B»-AD = -ADE(Bii -AD + AD) + ADS2 + ZiAD + SXAD'S2. 
Hence, 
| B t t - A £ , | < | A Z ) £ : | | B t t - AD\\ + \\AD\\(\\ADE\\ + \\Si\\ + \\S2\\ + ll^ill l l^ll) , 
and, since H-A i^? || < 1, it follows that 
\\B^-AD\\ \\ADE\\ ||i;i||-|-11^211 + 11^ 1 II 11^ 2 II 
1  N ^ _ ! ! JL_
 + "
 l l 1
^
1 1 2 I I T " 1 " " M. (4.16) \\AD\\ 1 - \\ADE\\ 1 - \\ADE„ 
Now, using the bounds in (4.4) and (4.5), the terms S\ and S2 are estimated as follows: 
1^1 K \\£EIII (/ + uELEyx J) (1 + I (/ + ADE) ADE\) < 
1
 n IIN HA^SA^IKl - ||AjD£,||) / \\ADE\\ 
1
 \L> 77 \\\ ^ " II v II " ' I 1 i I' n 
v{E) V l-\\ADE\ 
and 
„ m / N \\ADEAn\\{l-\\ADE\\) ( \\AnEAD\\\ 
II £2II < \\{I +UECETl\\\\UE\\(\ + \\CE\\) < - ( 1 + - ^- . 
II z n ^ | | v - r u e . ; || 11 any T 11 ZHJ^ ^ ^ y \-\\EAD\\) 
Finally, the upper bound (4.12), with Si and S2 defined as in (4.13), is inferred by substituting these estimates 
in (4.16). • 
We remark that hypothesis TZ(B) n M(Ar) = {0} in the previous perturbation results can be replaced by any of the 
equivalent conditions given in Theorem 3.2. 
From [15] we know that for An, A e B(X) Drazin invertible operators such that An -> A, there is equivalence 
Next, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the continuity of the group inverse of bounded operators in 
Banach spaces. 
Theorem 4.6. Let A e B(X) be group invertible and let An e B(X) operators such that An -> A. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) An has a group inverse for n large enough and A„ -> A$. 
(b) Tl(An) n Af(A) = {0}for n large enough. 
Proof. Since An -> A, for n large enough we have || A^ H || A„ - A\\ < 1 and || A*11|21| A^ - A2\\ < 1, thus, the operators 
/ + A^{An - A) and / + A^{A2n - A2)A$ are invertible. 
Assume (a). Since A„ -> A^, then A J -> A71. Hence || AJ — An \\ < 1 for n large enough. Now, by Lemma 4.1, 
7V(AJ) n N{I - An) = {0} or, equivalent^, Tl(An) nAf(A) = {0}. 
Assume (b). It follows from Lemma 3.6 that A„ is group invertible for n large enough. Also we have 
l|A"|||| An — A || < i_|_^ /jp3ry for n large enough and the estimate (4.12)—(4.13) given in Theorem 4.5 leads to 
| | A * - A « | | ^ 0 . • 
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